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Abstract

In this paper we analyze the diagnosability properties of labeled Petri nets. We consider

the standard notion of diagnosability of languages, requiring that every occurrence of an un-

observable fault event be eventually detected, as well as the stronger notion of diagnosability

in K steps, where the detection must occur within a �xed bound of K event occurrences after

the fault. We give necessary and su�cient conditions for these two notions of diagnosability

for both bounded and unbounded Petri nets and then present an algorithmic technique for

testing the conditions based on linear programming. Our approach is novel and based on

the analysis of the reachability/coverability graph of a special Petri net, called Veri�er Net,

that is built from the Petri net model of the given system. In the case of systems that are

diagnosable in K steps, we give a procedure to compute the bound K. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the �rst time that necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability

and diagnosability in K steps of labeled unbounded Petri nets are presented.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present new results on the analysis and testing of the diagnosability properties

of labeled Petri nets. A labeled Petri net dynamic system is diagnosable if every occurrence

of an unobservable fault transition can be detected within a �nite number of transition �rings,

based on observed transition labels. We consider the situation where two or more transitions of

the net may share the same observed label. In addition to the unobservable fault transitions,

there may be other transitions of the net that are unobservable. Our novel analysis technique

is applicable to both bounded and unbounded Petri nets; a Petri net is unbounded when the

token count of one or more places can become arbitrarily large. Furthermore, in addition to

the notion of diagnosability where the detection delay of each fault occurrence is �nite for every

sequence of transition �rings, we also consider the stronger notion of diagnosability in K steps,

where the detection delay is uniformly bounded by K over all sequences of transition �rings. We

give necessary and su�cient conditions for both notions of diagnosability. These conditions are

applicable to both bounded and unbounded nets. We also present a procedure to test for these

necessary and su�cient conditions. Finally, we brie�y discuss two methods from the literature

to perform online diagnosis of bounded and unbounded Petri nets.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst time that necessary and su�cient conditions for

diagnosability and diagnosability inK steps of labeled Petri nets with unbounded state spaces are

presented. Note that, as shown in the paper, the two above notions of diagnosability coincide

in the case of bounded systems. The results in this paper therefore provide a way to check

diagnosability and diagnosability in K steps for discrete event systems that generate languages

that are not necessarily regular. Most of the results on diagnosability analysis of discrete event

systems are focused on systems modeled by �nite-state automata, i.e., systems that generate

regular languages. Unbounded Petri nets can generate languages that are not regular.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of relevant literature on

diagnosability analysis and online diagnosis of Petri nets, and contrast our contributions with

respect to these works. In Section 3, we present necessary background on labeled Petri nets.

In Section 4, we recall the standard algorithm for the construction of the coverability graph

of a Petri net and illustrate some properties of this graph. In Section 5, we formally state

and compare the two notions of diagnosability considered in the paper, and then we prove

that they coincide in the case of Petri nets whose sequences of transition �rings generate regular

languages. In Section 6, we present the development of the necessary and su�cient conditions for

diagnosability and diagnosability in K steps. First we present an algorithm for the construction

of a special Petri net, called veri�er net, built form the original Petri net under consideration; it

is called a �veri�er� net because it bears some similarity with the veri�er automata used in the

study of the diagnosability of discrete event systems modeled by �nite-state automata. Then,

we present necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability and diagnosability in K steps

based on the analysis of the reachability/coverability graph of the veri�er net. Finally, we give

a procedure to compute the bound K in the case of systems that are diagnosable in K steps. In

Section 7, we describe a test for diagnosability of bounded and unbounded Petri nets in terms of

the necessary and su�cient conditions of Section 6. In Section 8, we suggest two approaches that
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can be used for online diagnosis of bounded and unbounded Petri net systems, where solving an

online diagnosis problem means associating to each observed string of events a diagnosis state,

such as �normal�, �faulty� or �uncertain�. Section 9 concludes the paper. A preliminary and

partial version of this paper was presented in [5].

2 Literature review

Fault diagnosis in dynamic systems is a subject that has received a lot of attention in the past

decades. In the context of discrete event systems (DES), several original approaches have been

proposed using automata models; see [4, 12, 21, 27, 26, 22, 28, 34, 35, 36, 18] for a sample of

this work. Automata models often su�er from the problem of combinatorial explosion of the

state space, when the system is composed of several interacting components. Petri nets provide

compact representations of systems that exhibit concurrency, and their structural analysis may

provide a way to overcome the combinatorial explosion problem. However, analytical approaches

based on the reachability/coverability graph of the Petri net, as in this paper, do not in general

mitigate the combinatorial explosion problem. Several diagnosis approaches have been proposed

for Petri net models of DES; see [31, 37, 17, 3, 42, 25, 32, 13, 2, 15, 33] for relevant references.

These past works are primarily focused on the problem of online diagnosis, and none of them

provides conditions or a procedure for determining a priori if a given system is diagnosable, in

the sense of the language-based de�nition of diagnosability introduced in [35].

In the last few years, some results have been presented for diagnosability of bounded Petri nets

([29, 8, 16, 23]). In particular, the work in [29] presents an approach to verify diagnosability in the

framework of Petri net unfoldings based on the twin plant method. It consists in constructing

a veri�er, which compares pairs of paths from the initial model sharing the same observable

behavior. The construction of the veri�er net in [29] is based on similar ideas to those discussed

in our paper, although used in the context of safe Petri nets and with several di�erences due to

a di�erent technical approach.

In [8], some of us presented an original approach for diagnosability analysis of bounded Petri

nets based on the notion of basis markings that allows to reduce the state space enumeration.

Unfortunately, in the case of unbounded Petri nets, the basis marking approach cannot be used

because in such a case we need an exhaustive enumeration of the nodes of the coverability graph.

On the other hand, when applicable, the approach in [8] may be preferable to the approach in the

present paper, because it allows to solve the online diagnosis problem using the same framework

as for diagnosability analysis.

In the case of in�nite state systems, some results have been presented lately in the framework

of (unbounded) Petri nets. The �rst contribution on diagnosability of unbounded Petri nets

was given by Ushio et al. in [38]. That work extends the necessary and su�cient condition for

diagnosability given by Sampath et al. [35, 36] to unbounded Petri nets. It is assumed that

the set of places is partitioned in observable and unobservable places, while all transitions are

unobservable in the sense that their occurrences cannot be observed. Starting from the Petri
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net, they build a diagnoser called simple ω diagnoser that provides su�cient conditions for di-

agnosability of unbounded Petri nets. In [11], in contrast with [38], it is assumed that some of

the transitions of the Petri net are observable and shown that the additional information from

observed transitions in general enhances the diagnosability of the analysed system. Moreover,

starting from the diagnoser, Chung proposes an automaton called veri�er that allows a polyno-

mial check mechanism on diagnosability, but for bounded Petri nets only. Another relevant work

is [40] where Wen and Jeng propose an approach to test diagnosability by checking the structural

property of T-invariant of the net. They use the diagnoser of [38] to prove that their method

is correct, however they do not construct a diagnoser for the system to do online diagnosis. In

[41], Wen et al. present a linear-programming-based algorithm of polynomial complexity in the

number of nodes for computing a su�cient condition of diagnosability of DES modeled by Petri

nets.

Our problem statement is related to prior works on diagnosability analysis of regular languages

represented by �nite-state automata and is related to but di�erent from the above-described

prior works on diagnosability analysis of Petri nets. Speci�cally, we adopt a language-based

approach, where only the labels of the transition �rings are observed; token counts in places

are not observable, except for the initial system state. Moreover, we consider labeled Petri nets

where two or more transitions can share the same label, rather than so-called �free-labeled� Petri

nets. We also note that our approach is applicable to both bounded and unbounded nets. In

the case of bounded Petri net systems, we will show that our methodology for diagnosability

analysis based on the veri�er net provides an alternative to the usual approach of building an

automaton from the (�nite) reachability graph of the Petri net and then applying the diagnoser

methodology of [35] or the veri�er methodology of [43] for instance.

3 Background on Petri nets

In this section we present the necessary background and de�ne the notation used in the paper.

For more details on Petri nets, we refer the reader to [30].

A Place/Transition net (P/T net) is a structure N = (P, T, Pre, Post) where: P is a set of m

places; T is a set of n transitions; and Pre : P × T → N and Post : P × T → N are the pre�

and post� incidence functions that specify the arcs. The incidence matrix C of the net is equal

to C = Post−Pre. A marking (i.e., net state) is a vector M : P → N that assigns to each place

of a P/T net a nonnegative integer number of tokens, represented by black dots in diagrams. We

denote by M(p) the marking of place p. A P/T system or net system ⟨N,M0⟩ is a net N with

an initial marking M0. Hereafter we refer to a P/T net as a Petri net, often abbreviated as PN.

A transition t is said to be enabled at M i� M ≥ Pre(· , t); an enabled transition t may �re

yielding the markingM ′ = M+C(· , t). We writeM [σ⟩ to denote that the sequence of transitions
σ = tj1 · · · tjk is enabled at M , and we write M [σ⟩ M ′ to denote that the �ring of σ yields M ′.

The set of all �nite sequences that are enabled at the initial marking M0 is denoted by L(N,M0),

i.e., L(N,M0) = {σ ∈ T ∗ | M0[σ⟩}. We use λ to denote an empty sequence of transitions, i.e.,
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σλ = λσ = σ, ∀ σ ∈ T ∗. Given a sequence σ ∈ T ∗, we call π : T ∗ → Nn the function that

associates to σ a vector y ∈ Nn, named the �ring vector (or Parikh vector) of σ. Speci�cally,

y = π(σ) is such that y(t) = k if the transition t is contained k times in σ.

A marking M is reachable in ⟨N,M0⟩ if there exists a �ring sequence σ such that M0 [σ⟩ M .

The set of all markings reachable from M0 de�nes the reachability set of ⟨N,M0⟩ and is denoted

by R(N,M0). Finally, we denote by PR(N,M0) the potentially reachable set, i.e., the set of

all markings M ∈ Nm for which there exists a vector y ∈ Nn that satis�es the state equation

M = M0 + C · y, i.e., PR(N,M0) = {M ∈ Nm | ∃ y ∈ Nn : M = M0 + C · y}. We have that

R(N,M0) ⊆ PR(N,M0).

A Petri net is said ordinary if Pre, Post ∈ {0, 1}m×n, i.e., if each arc has weight equal to one.

A state machine is an ordinary PN where each transition has exactly one input and one output

place. A Petri net having no directed circuits is called acyclic. For this subclass, it can be shown

that the state equation gives necessary and su�cient conditions for reachability [30].

A net system ⟨N,M0⟩ is bounded if there exists a positive constant k such that, for all M ∈
R(N,M0), M(p) ≤ k. The �nite reachability space is represented by a graph called reachability

graph (RG). If the number of tokens in one or more places can grow arbitrarily large, then

the Petri net system is unbounded and the graph representing the in�nite state space is called

coverability graph (CG).

De�nition 3.1 Given a Petri net system ⟨N,M0⟩, a transition t is:

• dead if there does not exist a reachable marking M ∈ R(N,M0) that enables t;

• semi-live if there exists at least one marking M ∈ R(N,M0) that enables t;

• live if for each reachable marking M ∈ R(N,M0), t is semi-live in ⟨N,M⟩. �

A net system ⟨N,M0⟩ is live if all transitions t ∈ T are live. A deadlock occurs at marking M if

no transition is enabled at M .

De�nition 3.2 A sequence σ ∈ T ∗ is called repetitive if there exists a marking M1 ∈ R(N,M0)

such that

M1[σ⟩M2[σ⟩M3[σ⟩ · · · (1)

i.e., if it can �re in�nitely often starting from M1. It is possible to distinguish two di�erent types

of repetitive sequences:

• stationary sequence: if in (1) Mi = Mi+1 for all i = 1, 2, . . ..

• increasing sequence: if in (1) Mi � Mi+1 for all i = 1, 2, . . .. �

An example is provided in the next section.

There exists a simple structural condition to characterize repetitive sequences:
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Fact 3.3 [30] If sequence σ is enabled at M1, a necessary and su�cient condition for σ to be

repetitive is that in (1), Mi ≤ Mi+1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , or, equivalently C ·y ≥ 0⃗, where y = π(σ).

Furthermore if C · y = 0⃗ the sequence is stationary, else if C · y  0⃗ it is increasing. �

Observe that any sequence of in�nite length contains a repetitive sequence. This is a trivial

consequence of a result proved in [24] for an in�nite sequence of vectors. A nonnegative integer

vector y ∈ Nn satisfying C · y = 0 is called a T-invariant.

A labeling function L : T → L∪{ε} assigns to each transition t ∈ T either a symbol from a given

alphabet L or the empty string ε. We call labeled Petri net system the triple ⟨N,M0,L⟩. We

denote by Tu the set of transitions whose label is ε, i.e., Tu = {t ∈ T | L(t) = ε}. Transitions
in Tu are called unobservable or silent. We denote by To the set of transitions labeled with a

symbol in L. Transitions in To are called observable because when they �re their label can be

observed. In this paper we assume that the same label l ∈ L can be associated with more than

one transition. In particular, two transitions t1, t2 ∈ To are called indistinguishable if they share

the same label, i.e., L(t1) = L(t2) = l ∈ L.

We extend the labeling function to de�ne the projection operator L : T ∗ → L∗ recursively as

follows:

(i) if tj ∈ To then L(tj) = l for some l ∈ L;

(ii) if tj ∈ Tu then L(tj) = ε;

(iii) if σ ∈ T ∗ ∧ tj ∈ T then L(σtj) = L(σ)L(tj).
Moreover, L(λ) = ε, where λ is the empty sequence of transitions.

Using the extended labeling function, the language of transition labels is therefore denoted by

L(L(N,M0)). We use the notation w for a string of transition labels, i.e., w = L(σ) where σ is

a transition sequence. Note that the length of a sequence σ (denoted by |σ|) is always greater
than or equal to the length of the corresponding string w (denoted by |w|). In fact, if σ contains

k′ transitions labeled with ε, then |σ| = k′ + |w|. The inverse projection operator L−1 is de�ned

as L−1(w) = {σ ∈ L(N,M0) : L(σ) = w}. Given a language K ⊆ T ∗, we denote by K/s the

post-language of K after s, i.e., K/s = {g ∈ T ∗ | sg ∈ K}. We say that K is pre�x-closed if all

the pre�xes of all the strings in K are also in K.

We conclude this section with the following de�nition:

De�nition 3.4 Given a net N = (P, T, Pre, Post), and a subset T ′ ⊆ T of its transitions, we

de�ne the T ′−induced subnet of N as the new net N ′ = (P, T ′, P re′, Post′) where Pre′, Post′

are the restrictions of Pre, Post to T ′. In this case, we write N ′ ≺T ′ N . �

The net N ′ can be thought of as being obtained from N by removing all transitions in T \ T ′

and all dangling arcs.
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4 Coverability graph

One technique frequently used for the analysis of unbounded Petri nets is based on the construc-

tion of the coverability tree/graph (see, e.g., [30]) that provides a description in �nite terms of

the in�nite reachability set. For the sake of completeness, we review brie�y the construction of

this graph. Each node of the coverability graph is labeled with an m�dimensional row vector

whose entries may either be an integer number or may be equal to the special symbol ω, while

arcs are elements of T and are labeled by (t,L(t)) if a transition labeling function has been

de�ned. The symbol ω denotes that the marking of the corresponding place may grow in�nitely

large. Note that, for all n ∈ N, we have that ω > n and ω ± n = ω.

Algorithm 4.1 Construction of the coverability tree for ⟨N,M0⟩.

1. Label the root node q0 with the initial marking M0 and mark it �new�.

2. While a node tagged "new" exists do

(a) Select a node q marked �new� and let M be its tag.

(b) For all t enabled at M , i.e., such that M ≥ Pre(·, t):

i. Let M ′ = M + C(·, t) be the marking reached from M by �ring t.

ii. Let q̄ be the �rst node met on the backward path from q to q0 whose label is

M̄ � M ′. If such a node exists then for all p ∈ P such that M ′(p) > M̄(p) let

M ′(p) = ω.

iii. Add a new node q′ and tag it M ′.

iv. Add an arc labeled t (or (t,L(t))) from q to q′.

v. If there already exists a node with tag M ′ in the tree, then tag node q′ "duplicate",

else tag it "new".

(c) Untag node q. �

From the coverability tree (CT) one can obtain the coverability graph (CG) by fusing duplicate

nodes with the untagged node with the same label; one can always convert a CT into a CG, and

vice-versa.

In the construction of the CT the existence of a sequence σ that leads from a marking M̄ to

a greater marking M ′ is identi�ed at step 2.(b).ii. The places that grow unbounded by the

repeated �ring of such a sequence σ are assigned a special symbol ω. Note that if M̄ contains no

ω-places, then σ is an increasing sequence. However, if M̄ contains ω-places we can only say that

σ is increasing for all places p such that M̄(p) < ω and M ′(p) = ω: nothing can be said for the

remaining places. Marking containing ω-places will be denoted in the following as ω-markings.

We write Nω the result of N ∪ {ω}.

Given a marking M ∈ Nm, let us say that M is ω-covered by Mω ∈ Nm
ω if Mω(p) = M(p) for

each place p such that Mω(p) ̸= ω. Let us denote this by Mω ≥ω M . The CG gives us only
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Figure 1: (a) Petri net in Example 4.3 and (b) its coverability graph.

necessary conditions for reachability, namely a marking M is reachable only if there exists at

least one marking Mω that ω-covers M . Now we state a property of the CG that will be useful

in the following development.

Proposition 4.2 [30] Let us consider a PN system and its CG. If a transition t is in the CG

then t is semi-live. �

This means that if a transition appears in the CG, then there exists for sure a �ring sequence

that enables it.

Let us consider a path in a graph. If the initial and the terminal vertices of this path coincide,

then the path is called a cycle. A cycle is called elementary if no vertex appears more than once

in it.

We conclude this section with an example to illustrate the notions introduced in this and the

preceding sections.

Example 4.3 Let us consider the Petri net in Fig. 1.(a) and its CG in Fig. 1.(b). This Petri

net is unbounded. It has two di�erent repetitive sequences. The sequence σ1 = t1t2 is a repetitive

increasing sequence; indeed, its �ring increases the number of tokens in place p3. The sequence

σ2 = t4 is a repetitive stationary sequence; its �ring does not change the number of tokens in

the places of the net. Note that there are cycles in the CG, containing markings with ω in some

places, that are not associated with a repetitive sequence. As an example, transition t3 will never

be able to �re in�nitely often from any reachable marking, even though it corresponds to a cycle

in the CG. �
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5 Diagnosability of Petri net systems

We are interested in diagnosability analysis of potentially unbounded Petri nets. In this regard,

we make the following assumptions.

(A1) The structure of the net and its initial marking M0 are known.

(A2) Two or more observable transitions may share the same label.

(A3) The system does not enter a deadlock after the �ring of any fault transition.

The last assumption is a weakened version of the usual �liveness� assumption in most works on

diagnosability of DES; it avoids the technicalities that must be dealt with when the system may

deadlock after a fault. We comment further on this assumption at the end of this section.

The property of diagnosability is commonly de�ned in terms of observed strings of events.

Bounded PNs necessarily generate regular languages, as the reachability graph provides a �nite-

state automaton representation of the language. This result applies to the language of transition

sequences (i.e, over T ∗), as well as to the language of transition labels (i.e., over L∗), since the

latter is obtained from the former by a labeling map which is a homomorphism (see, e.g., [19]).

On the other hand, the language of transition sequences (as well as the language of their labels)

generated by an unbounded PN may or may not be a regular language (an example is presented

later in this section). To properly handle the case of languages that are not regular, we need a

de�nition of diagnosability that is slightly di�erent from the one introduced in [35] concerning

the diagnosability of regular languages. Before presenting the de�nition we have adopted, we

need to introduce some further notation.

As was mentioned in Section 3, when an observable transition t ∈ To occurs, we observe its label

L(t) ∈ L. Unobservable transitions (those in Tu) yield the empty symbol ε. For the purpose

of diagnosability, the set of unobservable transitions is partitioned into two subsets, namely

Tu = Tf ∪ Treg where Tf includes all fault transitions (modeling anomalous or faulty behavior),

while Treg includes all transitions pertaining to unobservable but �regular� events. The set Tf

is further partitioned into r di�erent subsets T i
f , where i = 1, . . . , r, model the di�erent fault

classes. Let T ′ be a subset of T . We de�ne Ψ(T ′) = {st′ ∈ L(N,M0) : t
′ ∈ T ′}, i.e., the set of

all �ring sequences in L(N,M0) that end with a transition t′ ∈ T ′.

We consider the following de�nition of diagnosability of Petri nets inspired by the de�nition of

diagnosability for (regular) languages introduced in [35].

De�nition 5.1 A labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ having no deadlock after the occurrence

of any transition tf ∈ T i
f , for i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, is diagnosable with respect to (w.r.t.) the fault

class T i
f if

∀s ∈ Ψ(T i
f ), ∃Ks ∈ N, ∀g ∈ L(N,M0)/s, (2)

|g| ≥ Ks ⇒ ∀w ∈ L−1(L(sg)), ∃tf ∈ T i
f : tf ∈ w.

Note that the bound Ks may depend on the particular string s.

A labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ is said to be diagnosable if it is diagnosable w.r.t. all fault

classes. �
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In words, a labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ having no deadlock after the occurrence of any

transition tf ∈ T i
f , for i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, is not diagnosable with respect to the fault class T i

f if there

exist two �ring sequences σ1 and σ2 ∈ T ∗ satisfying the following four conditions for any k ∈ N:

• L(σ1) = L(σ2), i.e., the sequences have the same observable projection;

• σ1 ∈ (T \ T i
f )

∗, i.e., σ1 does not contain a fault transition in the fault class T i
f ;

• there exists at least one fault transition tf ∈ T i
f such that tf ∈ σ2,

• σ2 is of �arbitrary length� after fault tf ∈ T i
f , i.e., there exists at least one decomposition

σ2 = σ′
2tfσ

′′
2 with |σ′′

2 | > k.

Let us now de�ne the notion of diagnosability in K steps.

De�nition 5.2 [35] A labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ having no deadlock after the occur-

rence of any transition tf ∈ T i
f , for i ∈ {1, . . . , r} is diagnosable in (at most) K steps w.r.t. the

fault class T i
f if ∃K ∈ N such that

∀s ∈ Ψ(T i
f ), ∀g ∈ L(N,M0)/s, (3)

|g| ≥ K ⇒ ∀w ∈ L−1(L(sg)), ∃tf ∈ T i
f : tf ∈ w.

A labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ is said to be diagnosable in K steps if it is diagnosable in

K steps w.r.t. all fault classes. �

The above de�nition means that a Petri net system having no deadlock after the occurrence of

any transition tf ∈ T i
f , for i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, is diagnosable in K steps w.r.t. the i−th fault class if

for any sequence s that terminates in a transition in T i
f and for any continuation g of s of length

greater than or equal to K, all sequences w having the same observable projection as sg contain

some fault transition in T i
f . In other words, diagnosability in K steps w.r.t. a given fault class

implies that the occurrence of a fault in that class can be detected after the �nite number K of

transition �rings.

The key point here is that in diagnosability in K steps (De�nition 5.2), there exists a bound

K for the detection delay after the fault event that is uniform over all sequences of transition

�rings. In contrast, in the de�nition of diagnosability (De�nition 5.1), there need not exist a

uniform bound. This distinction, unnecessary in the case of languages generated by �nite-state

automata, is now needed in the case of potentially non-regular languages, where the detection

delay could grow arbitrarily large. Consider the following result.

Proposition 5.3 (i) A labeled PN system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ that is diagnosable in K steps w.r.t. T i
f is

also diagnosable w.r.t. T i
f .

(ii) If the language L(N,M0) is regular, then the converse to (i) also holds.

Proof De�nition 5.2 is obviously stronger than De�nition 5.1 because it requires that the bound

K should be the same for all strings s ∈ Ψ(T i
f ); hence the �rst part of the statement holds.
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Assume now that L(N,M0) is a regular language, hence can be generated by a �nite-state automa-

ton with transition function δ : X×T → X over �nite state space X, and with initial state x0. It

is not di�cult to see that if ⟨N,M0,L⟩ is diagnosable w.r.t. T i
f , for any two strings s, s′ ∈ Ψ(T i

f )

with δ(x0, s) = δ(x0, s
′), one may choose the same integer Ks in (2), i.e., Ks actually depends

on the state δ(x0, s). Since there is a �nite number of states, by taking the largest K over all

states reached by strings in Ψ(T i
f ), we conclude that ⟨N,M0,L⟩ is diagnosable in K steps w.r.t.

T i
f . �

In the above proposition we used regularity of the language L(N,M0), not that of the language

of transition labels L(L(N,M0)). We make two important remarks.

Remark 5.4 The regularity of L(N,M0) is decidable; see [39]. The same result does not hold,

in general, for L(L(N,M0)); see [20]. �

Remark 5.5 Part (ii) of Proposition 5.3 is no longer valid if stated in terms of the regularity of

language L(L(N,M0)); we present a counter-example for this situation. Consider the Petri net

in Fig. 2, where To = {t1, t4, t5, t7, t9}, Tu = {ε2, ε3, ε6, ε8} and Tf = {ε2}. Let L(t1) = L(t4) =
L(t5) = a, L(t7) = d and L(t9) = c. The pre�x-closed language

L(N,M0) =PC[{ε} ∪ {tα1 ε2t
β
4ε6t

γ
7 | α, β, γ ≥ 0 ∧ β ≤ α}

∪ {tα1 ε3t
β
5ε8t

γ
9 | α, β, γ ≥ 0 ∧ β ≤ α}]

where PC stands for the operation of taking the pre�x closure, is not regular. This can be easily

shown using the pumping lemma1 in [19]. Using the notation in the footnote, let w = tn1ε2t
n
4 ∈

L(N,M0), where x = tn−δ
1 , y = tδ1, with 1 ≤ δ ≤ n, and z = ε2t

n
4 . We have that |xy| = |tn1 | = n,

|y| = |tδ1| ≥ 1, but w′ = xyiz for i = 0 does not belong to the language, i.e., tn−δ
1 ε2t

n
4 /∈ L(N,M0).

This means that the language L(N,M0) is not regular. On the contrary, the labeled language is

regular:

L(L(N,M0)) = {a∗(c∗ + d∗)}.

Here, the net is diagnosable, but it is not diagnosable in K steps. For all strings s(k) ∈ Ψ(Tf ),

where s(k) = tk1ε2, in (2) one may choose Ks(k) = k + 1 or greater to prove that the system

is diagnosable. Since this value of Ks(k), however, grows arbitrarily large with k, the system is

not diagnosable in K steps for any �nite K. Note that if we modify the label of transition t7 as

L(t7) = c then this system is not diagnosable with respect to either de�nitions of diagnosability.

�

The second part of Proposition 5.3 shows that in the case of regular languages, it is not necessary

to distinguish between the two notions of diagnosability. This result was also observed in [44] in

the context of automata models.

The next example, which will be used as a running example in the remainder of this paper, shows

a simpli�cation of the unbounded net in Fig. 2 that is also diagnosable but not diagnosable in

1Let L be a regular language. Then there exists a constant n such that if w is any word in L, and |w| ≥ n, we

may write w = xyz such that |xy| ≤ n, |y| ≥ 1 and for all i ≥ 0 xyiz is in L. Furthermore, n is no greater than

the number of states of the smallest �nite automaton accepting L.
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Figure 2: The Petri net system of Remark 5.5.

K steps. Recall that for the net in Fig. 2, the language L(N,M0) is not regular, while the

labeled language L(L(N,M0)) is regular. On the other hand, in the example that follows, both

languages (unlabeled and labeled) are non-regular.

Example 5.6 Let us consider the Petri net system in Fig. 3, where To = {t1, t4, t5, t6, t7},
Tu = {ε2, ε3} and Tf = {ε2}. Let L(t1) = a, L(t4) = L(t6) = b, L(t5) = d and L(t7) = c.

Using the same argument as in Remark 5.5, it is straightforward to verify that this net is diag-

nosable but not diagnosable in K steps. Moreover, we note that neither

L(N,M0) = PC[{ε} ∪ {tα1 ε2σ | α ≥ 0, σ ∈ {t4, t5}∗,
|σ|t4 ≤ α} ∪ {tα1 ε3σ | α ≥ 0, σ ∈ {t6, t7}∗, |σ|t6 ≤ α}]

nor the labeled language

L(L(N,M0)) = PC[{aαw | α ≥ 0, w ∈ {b, d}∗,
|w|b ≤ α} ∪ {aαw | α ≥ 0, w ∈ {b, c}∗, |w|b ≤ α}]

is regular. This can be easily shown using again the pumping lemma. In the case of L(N,M0),

we can choose w = tn1ε2t
n
4 , where x = tn−δ

1 , y = tδ1, with 1 ≤ δ ≤ n, and z = ε2t
n
4 and using

the same arguments as in Remark 5.5 we can show that it does not satisfy the pumping lemma.

Analogously, we can prove that L(L(N,M0)) is not regular by choosing w = anbn, x = an−δ,

y = aδ, with 1 ≤ δ ≤ n, and z = bn.

Note that if we modify the label of transition t5 as L(t5) = c, then this net is not diagnosable

with respect to either de�nitions of diagnosability. �

In the next section, we develop necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability (both pre-

ceding de�nitions) of potentially unbounded Petri nets. We conclude this section by showing

that Assumption (A3) is decidable. The decidability of the deadlock problem for general Petri

nets has been proved by Cheng et al. in [9], where they also proved that the complexity of this

problem is EXPSPACE-hard. We show how deadlock freeness after a speci�c transition is also

decidable using a suitable net transformation.
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Figure 3: The Petri net system of Example 5.6.

Given a Petri net, we want that the only deadlock that is detected is a deadlock happening after

the �rst fault transition �res. To do this, we duplicate each fault transition tf,i with a fault

transition t′f,i, namely the original and duplicate transitions have the same Pre and Post arcs as

in the original net. Moreover, we add two new places p′ and p′′ and an unobservable transition

ε′ to the initial net. Place p′ has a self-loop with ε′, i.e., place p′ has a Pre and Post arc with ε′,

and a Pre arc to each fault transition tf,i; its initial marking is 1. Place p′′ has a self loop with

each fault transition t′f,i and a Post arc from each fault transition tf,i; its initial marking is 0.

This construction is illustrated in Fig. 4 for Petri net in Fig. 3. This transformation avoids the

occurrence of a deadlock before any fault transition �res, since the additional transition ε′ can

always �re before a fault occurs. After the �rst fault transition occurs, transition ε′ is disabled,

the original fault transitions are disabled, but their duplicates are activated by means of the

token put into place p′′. Since we have duplicated all fault transitions, we are not modifying the

net behavior.

The desired test for Assumption (A3) on the original Petri net now boils down to the standard

deadlock freeness problem on the modi�ed Petri net, which is decidable. Hence, this transfor-

mation shows that Assumption (A3) is decidable. We note however that at present, there are

no known necessary and su�cient conditions based on structural analysis for deadlock freeness

in general Petri nets. For special classes of nets, necessary and su�cient conditions based on

structural properties of the net have been identi�ed; see, e.g., [9, 10].

6 Analysis of Diagnosability

In this section we show how the diagnosability of an unbounded Petri net system can be checked

by analyzing the CG of a special Petri net called Veri�er Net. Note that the same approach can

be applied to bounded Petri nets; in such a case the graph to be examined is the reachability

graph of the veri�er net.
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Figure 4: Net transformation for the veri�cation of Assumption (A3) for the PN system of

Example 5.6.

6.1 Veri�er Net

For the sake of simplicity, and without loss of generality, we assume in the remainder of this

paper that there is a single fault class; hence, the superscript i is omitted in T i
f hereafter.

Let us consider the labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩, where N = (P, T, Pre, Post), T =

To ∪ Tu, and Tu = Treg ∪ Tf . Let L : T → L ∪ {ε} be its labeling function. Let N ′ =

(P ′, T ′, P re′, Post′) be its T ′-induced subnet, where T ′ = T \ Tf = To ∪ Treg. Since we need to

distinguish among places of N and N ′, we denote them as P and P ′, respectively, and assume

that they are disjoint even if they represent the same places. Analogously, since we need to

distinguish among the transitions of N and N ′, we denote them as T and T ′, respectively, and

assume that they are disjoint even if they represent the same transitions. We assume that the

Petri net system associated withN ′ is ⟨N ′,M ′
0,L′⟩ whereM ′

0 = M0 and L′ is equal to L restricted

to T ′.

The Veri�er Net (denoted by VN herafter) system is the labeled Petri net system obtained by

composing, in a manner made precise below, ⟨N ′,M ′
0,L′⟩ with ⟨N,M0,L⟩ assuming that the

synchronization is performed on the observable transition labels. This composition operation is

related to parallel composition and to the construction of the veri�er automaton of [43]. We

denote it as ⟨Ñ , M̃0, L̃⟩, where Ñ = (P̃ , T̃ , P̃ re, P̃ ost), P̃ = P ′ ∪ P and T̃ = T̃o ∪ (T ′
reg ×

{λ}) ∪ ({λ} × Treg) ∪ ({λ} × Tf ), where T̃o = {(t′, t) | t′ ∈ T ′
o, t ∈ To,L′(t′) = L(t)} and

L̃ : T̃ → (L× L) ∪ {ε}.

The algorithm below shows how to construct the two matrices P̃ re and P̃ ost.

Algorithm 6.1 Construction of the Veri�er Net.

Input: Labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ where N = (P, T, Pre, Post), T = To ∪ Treg ∪ Tf

and L : T → L ∪ {ε}.

Output: VN labeled system ⟨Ñ , M̃0, L̃⟩, where Ñ = (P̃ , T̃ , P̃ re, P̃ ost), and L̃ : T̃ → (L×L)∪
{ε}.
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1. Let ⟨N ′,M ′
0,L′⟩ be the labeled Petri net system de�ned as discussed above.

2. Let P̃ = P ′ ∪ P .

3. Let M̃0 =

[
M ′

0

M0

]
.

4. For all transitions tf ∈ Tf ,

• add a transition t ∈ T̃ denoted as (λ, tf );

• for all p ∈ P ′, let P̃ re(p, t) = P̃ ost(p, t) = 0;

• for all p ∈ P , let P̃ re(p, t) = Pre(p, tf ) and P̃ ost(p, t) = Post(p, tf ).

5. For all transitions treg ∈ Treg,

• add a transition t ∈ T̃ denoted as (λ, treg);

• for all p ∈ P ′, let P̃ re(p, t) = P̃ ost(p, t) = 0;

• for all p ∈ P , let P̃ re(p, t) = Pre(p, treg) and P̃ ost(p, t) = Post(p, treg).

6. For all transitions t′reg ∈ T ′
reg,

• add a transition t ∈ T̃ denoted as (t′reg, λ);

• for all p ∈ P ′, let P̃ re(p, t) = Pre′(p, t′reg) and P̃ ost(p, t) = Post′(p, t′reg);

• for all p ∈ P , let P̃ re(p, t) = P̃ ost(p, t) = 0.

7. For all labels l ∈ L,

• for any pair t′o, to with t′o ∈ T ′
o, to ∈ To, L′(t′o) = L(to) = l,

� add a transition t ∈ T̃ denoted as (t′o, to);

� for all p ∈ P ′, let P̃ re(p, t) = Pre′(p, t′o) and P̃ ost(p, t) = Post′(p, t′o);

� for all p ∈ P , let P̃ re(p, t) = Pre(p, to) and P̃ ost(p, t) = Post(p, to);

� label transition t with (l, l). �

The VN built using Algorithm 6.1 is a labeled Petri net system, where each transition is indicated

by a pair, composed either by two transitions (in the case of observable transitions) or by one

transition t and the symbol λ (in the case where t is an unobservable transition). No label, or

equivalently the empty string ε, is associated with the unobservable transitions of the VN, while

a label (l, l) is associated with the observable transitions. The set of places P̃ is the union of the

set of places P of the Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩, taken as input, and the set of places P ′ of the

T ′-induced subnet, where T ′ is the set of transitions obtained from T removing fault transitions

in Tf (Step 2). The places in P̃ are initially marked as speci�ed in M0 and M ′
0 (Step 3). All

unobservable transitions, regular and faulty, indicated with the pair (λ, εuo), where εuo ∈ Tuo,

are connected to places in P following the column of the Pre and Post matrices relative to εuo
(Steps 4 and 5). All unobservable transitions indicated with the pair (ε′uo, λ), where ε′uo ∈ T ′

uo,

are connected to places in P ′ following the column of the Pre′ and Post′ matrices relative to ε′uo
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Figure 5: Veri�er net ⟨Ñ , M̃0, L̃⟩ where ⟨N,M0,L⟩ is the Petri net in Fig. 3.

(Step 6). Finally, observable transitions of the VN are indicated as (t′o, to), where t
′
o ∈ T ′

o, to ∈ To

and L′(t′o) = L(to), and are connected to places P ′ following the column of the Pre′ and Post′

matrices relative to t′o and to places P following the column of the Pre and Post matrices relative

to to.

Example 6.2 Figure 5 shows the VN of the Petri net system in Fig. 3, already introduced in

Example 5.6. The set of places of the VN is obtained by the union of the set of places P of

the Petri net system ⟨N,M0⟩ in Fig. 3 and the set of places P ′ of the T ′-induced subnet. The

T ′-induced subnet is obtained from ⟨N,M0⟩ by removing fault transition ε2; it is not drawn here.

Observable transitions, denoted by black bars in Fig. 5, are indicated by two pairs (l, l) and (t′o, to)

(e.g., (a, a, ) (t′1, t1)), while unobservable transitions are indicated by only one pair (e.g., (λ, ε3)),

since no label is associated with them. Since label b is associated with two transitions (t4 and t6),

the VN contains four transitions labeled (b, b).

Note that, to improve readability, if a place p has a self-loop with a transition t a double arrow

arc is used in the �gure (e.g., arc between p1 and (t′1, t1)). �

Proposition 6.3 Given a labeled Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ and its VN, if a sequence σ̃ =

(γ′i1 , γi1) (γ
′
i2
, γi2) . . . (γ

′
ik
, γik) ∈ T̃ ∗ is repetitive in the VN2, then there exists a repetitive sequence

σ′ = γ′i1γ
′
i2
. . . γ′ik in ⟨N ′,M ′

0,L′⟩ and a repetitive sequence σ = γi1γi2 . . . γik in ⟨N,M0,L⟩ and

both sequences σ and σ′ have the same observable projection.

Proof This result follows directly from the construction of VN. In fact, the two sequences have

the same observable projection by construction of the VN. Moreover, the existence of a sequence

σ̃ ∈ L(Ñ , M̃0) implies that σ′ ∈ L(N ′,M ′
0) and σ ∈ L(N,M0). The �ring sequences σ

′ and σ are

2Note that λ denotes the sequence of length zero, hence σ′λσ′′ = σ′σ′′.
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repetitive respectively in ⟨N ′,M ′
0,L′⟩ and in ⟨N,M0,L⟩, given that σ̃ is repetitive in the VN. �

6.2 Necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability

The following theorem shows how to determine the diagnosability of a Petri net system, starting

from the reachability graph (bounded case) or coverability graph (unbounded case) of its VN;

since we wish to treat these two cases simultaneously, we will write �reachability/coverability

graph� hereafter, abbreviated as RG/CG. Let F (V N) denote the set of faulty nodes in the

RG/CG of the VN, namely the nodes that can be reached �ring a path that contains a fault

transition tf ∈ Tf .

Theorem 6.4 A labeled PN system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ satisfying assumptions A1 to A3 is diagnosable

i� there does not exist any cycle associated with a �rable repetitive sequence in the VN that is

reachable starting from any node in the set F (V N).

Proof We prove the if and only if statements separately.

(Only if) By contradiction, assume that in the RG/CG of the VN there exists a sequence of

in�nite length containing a fault, or equivalently, a cycle associated with a repetitive sequence

that is �rable for the VN starting from a node in F (V N). From Propositions 4.2 and 6.3, this

means that in the Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ there exist two �ring sequences s = σp(r)
q and

s′ = σ′
p(r

′)q with q ∈ N, such that: σp contains a fault tf ∈ Tf but σ′
p does not, L(σp) = L(σ′

p), r

and r′ are two repetitive sequences, and L(r) = L(r′). Thus there exist in L(N,M0) two sequences

s and s′, one containing a fault transition and the other one not containing it, both having the

same observable projection, that can be made arbitrarily long using De�nition 3.2. This violates

the de�nition of diagnosability of L(N,M0) given in De�nition 5.1, hence the Petri net is not

diagnosable.

(If) We show that, under assumption A3, if the RG/CG of the VN does not contain a cycle

associated with a repetitive sequence �rable in the VN that is reachable starting from any node in

the set F (V N), namely there is no sequence of in�nite length containing a fault, then the system

is diagnosable. Let us consider what happens after an occurrence of a fault event in the system.

By construction of the VN, the occurrence of a fault event will be captured by the RG/CG. In

this case, if we consider two strings of events s = σp and s′ = σ′
p such that s contains a fault

transition tf ∈ Tf and s′ does not, L(s) = L(s′), and attempt to extend these two strings in

a manner that keeps their projections identical, the absence of a repetitive sequence in the VN

after the said occurrence of a fault event will prevent this extension from growing arbitrarily

long. Namely, we are unable to construct σ1 and σ2, as characterized in De�nition 5.1. Since

by assumption A3 the system does not enter a deadlock after a fault, this means that there is no

violation of diagnosability. �

The above result provides a necessary and su�cient condition for diagnosability. In Section 7,

we will describe an implementable test that employs this necessary and su�cient condition.

Remark 6.5 If the net system is bounded we just need to verify if starting from any node of the
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Figure 6: Coverability graph of the Veri�er Net in Fig. 5.

reachability graph of its VN in the set F (V N) there exists a cycle; in such a case the system is

not diagnosable. This is because the RG gives necessary and su�cient conditions for reachability

[30] in the case of bounded nets; thus we are sure that the cycle is associated with a repetitive

sequence. Therefore, in this case, the condition of Theorem 6.4 is easily implementable. �

Example 6.6 Figure 6 shows the CG of the VN of Fig. 5. The Petri net system ⟨N,M0,L⟩ in
Fig. 3 is diagnosable. In fact, looking at the CG of the VN, we observe that there is only one

cycle ([0 0 ω 1 0 1 ω 0]T (b, b), (t′6, t4)−−−−−−−−→
[0 0 ω 1 0 1 ω 0]T ) that starts from a node in F (V N), i.e.,

a node reached after �ring the fault transition ε2. However, this cycle is not associated with a

repetitive sequence, since (t′6, t4) is not a repetitive sequence for the VN. To see this, let y1 be the

vector having all entries equal to zero except for the one associated to transition (t′6, t4); then we

have that C̃ · y1 � 0⃗, where C̃ = P̃ ost− P̃ re is the incidence matrix of the VN. �

Finally, we note that the VN technique handles one fault class at a time. In the case of more

than one fault class, we must build a VN for each fault class i, where all faults belonging to

another fault class j ̸= i are considered as regular unobservable transitions.

6.3 Necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability in K steps

In this subsection we give necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability in K steps based

on the RG/CG of the VN.

Theorem 6.7 Let ⟨N,M0,L⟩ be a labeled Petri net system satisfying assumptions A1 to A3.

There exists a �nite K such that the system is diagnosable in K steps i� starting from any node

of the RG/CG of its VN in the set F (V N) there does not exist any cycle.
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Proof In the case of bounded PNs, as discussed in Remark 6.5, the proof is straightforward.

In the case of unbounded PNs, we prove the if and only if statements separately.

(Only if) By contradiction, assume that in the CG of the VN there exists a node in F (V N)

from which a cycle is �rable. This cycle can be associated either with a repetitive sequence or

a non-repetitive sequence. If this cycle is associated with a repetitive sequence, then the system

is not diagnosable by Theorem 6.4 and hence not diagnosable in K steps either, leading to a

contradiction. If the cycle is associated with a non-repetitive sequence, then the system will be

diagnosable (as proved in Theorem 6.4), thereby implying that the cycle cannot �re an in�nite

number of times. Moreover, the cycle must include ω-markings: if not the cycle is associated with

a repetitive stationary sequence, a case we have excluded. The presence of ω-markings implies

that there exists an increasing sequence from the initial state that can pump an indeterminate

number of tokens in those places. Thus the sequence of the cycle will �re until it has consumed

all tokens in those places. However, since the number of tokens pumped can be made arbitrarily

large, we cannot �x a bound K, where K is the number of transitions that �re after a fault has

occurred. Hence the Petri net is not diagnosable in K steps.

(If) We show that if the CG of the VN does not contain a node in F (V N) from which a cycle

is �rable, then there exists a �nite K such that the system is diagnosable in K steps. From

Theorem 6.4, we know that the system is diagnosable because there is no cycle. Moreover, by

construction of the VN and since there are no cycles, we can always determine after how many

transitions the system will detect a fault. Thus, we can take K to be one more than the longest

path after a fault occurs in the CG of the VN. �

Since a bounded PN necessarily generates a regular language, by Proposition 5.3 and Remark 6.5,

we can conclude that in the case of bounded PN systems, Theorem 6.7 is equivalent to Theo-

rem 6.4.

Note that the methodology used in our approach for diagnosability analysis of bounded Petri

nets is completely di�erent from the one used in the classical automata approach [35].

6.4 Procedure to determine K in the case of diagnosability in K steps

In the previous subsection we presented a necessary and su�cient condition for diagnosability in

K steps. We now present a procedure to directly compute the value of K for systems that are

diagnosable in K steps.3 This procedure avoids enumerating all the paths in the RG/CG of the

VN in order to �nd the longest one after the �ring of a fault transition, which was the argument

used in the proof of Theorem 6.7. The desired value of K is directly read from the contents of a

new place that is added to the net structure as described below.

First, we make a copy T̃ ′ of all transitions T̃ of the VN and connect them to the places of the

VN in the same manner that the transitions T̃ are connected with the places in the VN. Then

3The method described in this subsection was suggested to the authors by Philippe Darondeau of IRISA

Rennes (France). It is a pleasure to acknowledge his contribution.
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we add to the VN three places: pf , p
′
f and pK .

- Place pf is initially marked with one token and has a self loop with each transition in T̃ , except

for fault transitions (λ, tf ), where tf ∈ Tf ; it also has a Pre arc with each fault transition (λ, tf ),

where tf ∈ Tf .

- Place p′f is initially unmarked and has a self loop with each transition in T̃ ′ including fault

transitions (λ, tf )
′, where tf ∈ Tf ; it also has a Post arc with each fault transition (λ, tf ), where

tf ∈ Tf .

- Place pK is initially unmarked and has a Post arc from all transitions in T̃ ′ such as (t′o, to)
′,

(λ, treg)
′, (λ, tf )

′.

Places pf and p′f do not alter the behavior of the net. As long as a fault transition (λ, tf ) does

not �re, the transitions in T̃ are normally enabled. As soon as a fault transition (λ, tf ) �res, all

transitions in T̃ are disabled, but all their copies, i.e., the transitions in T̃ ′, are enabled. Thus the

language of the net is not modi�ed. Place pK is a counter and it allows us to take into account

the number of transitions of the initial net that have �red after the �ring of a fault transition

(λ, tf ). Note that pK is not taking into account transitions (t′reg, λ)
′ since we only wish to count

transitions of the initial net N .

To determine the value of K for which the system is diagnosable in K steps, we build the RG/CG

of this modi�ed VN and we take K as one more than the maximum number of tokens contained

in place pK .

If there exist i di�erent fault classes T i
f we add j triples (pif , p

′i
f , p

i
K) in the VN. In such a case

K will be the maximum value among all places pjK .

Finally, we note that if we apply the above procedure to a Petri net that is diagnosable but not

diagnosable in K steps, the counter place pK will for sure be ω-marked for some markings in the

CG of the VN.

Example 6.8 Let us consider the Petri net in Fig. 7, where To = {t1, t2, t3} and Tu = Tf = {f}.
Let L(t1) = L(t2) = a and L(t3) = b. We want to know if this net is diagnosable in K steps

and in such a case we want to determine K. First, we built the VN of the net that is shown in

Fig. 8, then we add the triple (pf , p
′
f , pK) (just one triple since we only have one fault class),

all copies of transitions T̃ ′, and we connect them as explained above. For the sake of clarity, we

have drawn the place pf and all its connections in blue, the place p′f and all its connections in

green, the place pK and all its connections with dashed black lines, and the copies of transitions

T̃ ′ and all their connections with the places of the VN in red.

Looking at the CG shown in Fig. 10, where p9 = pf , p10 = p′f and p11 = pK , it is easy to see that

the place pK is bounded and its content is equal to 1, thus the Petri net is diagnosable in 2 steps.

This means that we are able to detect that the fault has occurred after two transition �rings in

the worst case. �
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Figure 7: The Petri net system of Example 6.8.
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Figure 8: The VN of the Petri net system in Fig. 7.
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Figure 9: The VN of the Petri net system in Fig. 7 modi�ed to compute the K of diagnosability

in K steps.
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Figure 10: The CG of the Modi�ed VN in Fig. 9.
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7 Testing procedure for diagnosability

In this section we present computational procedures, for bounded and unbounded PNs, that

implement the necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability of Section 6.2. We also

discuss their computational complexity.

The construction of the VN is instrumental to the whole procedure. The VN has 2 ·m places and

its number of transitions is of order O(n2), where m and n are respectively the number of places

and transitions of the initial net N . Its construction is straightforward and we have developed a

simple tool for this purpose. It requires to connect the transitions of the VN with its places as

speci�ed in Algorithm 6.1. Moreover, note that transitions and places are structural elements of

a net. This means that a net can have a very large, even in�nite, state space, even if its structure

is very simple.

Let us discuss separately the case of bounded and unbounded PNs. As was mentioned in Re-

mark 6.5, in the case of bounded net systems, once the VN has been built we simply need to

explore its RG and look for cycles after the occurrence of a fault transition. In the case of

bounded net systems, cycles always correspond to repetitive (stationary) sequences. We can

�rst simplify the RG by erasing all nodes that do not belong to F (V N), i.e., erasing all nodes

that cannot be reached by a fault transition, and then examine if the resulting RG is acyclic.

The total complexity of each of these two steps is linear in the sum of the number of states and

transitions of the RG of the VN.

In the case of unbounded nets, the procedure is more complicated. Speci�cally, once the VN has

been built we need to explore its CG and look for cycles, not only elementary cycles, associated

with �rable repetitive sequences, after the occurrence of a fault transition. To the best of our

knowledge, the complexity of the construction of the CG is still an open issue. However, e�cient

tools are available to build the coverability graph, e.g., the Petri net tool TINA (Time Petri Nets

Analyzer) [1]. To look for cycles associated with �rable repetitive sequences (after the occurrence

of a fault transition) in the CG of the VN we propose to use linear programming techniques. We

describe our procedure in the remainder of this section.

We propose to use the VN to determine if a sequence is repetitive, and the components of a

graph called Modi�ed Coverability Graph (MCG), obtained starting from the CG of the VN, to

identify cycles corresponding to sequences �rable after the occurrence of a fault transition.

(1) We start with the CG of the VN and remove all the nodes that are not in F (V N), i.e., all nodes

that are not reachable by a path containing a fault transition; the graph obtained is called the

Modi�ed Coverability Graph (MCG) in the rest of this section. Then, we consider the maximal

strongly connected components4 of the MCG; assuming there are h such components, each of

them will be denoted by an index α, with α ∈ {1, . . . , h}. The union of all these disconnected

subgraphs necessarily contains all cycles of the MCG, i.e., all cycles in the original CG �rable

after a fault. Finally, for each component α of the MCG, we consider the corresponding state

4A directed graph is strongly connected if for each ordinate pair of nodes v, v′ there exists an oriented path

from v to v′.
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machine labeled Petri net PNα obtained as follows: to each node vi corresponds a place pi,

and to each arc with transition label (t′, t) directed from node vi to vj corresponds a transition

(t′, t) with a Pre arc from place pi and a Post arc to place pj . The cycles for net PNα can be

computed �nding the �ring vectors yα that satisfy the equation Cα · yα = 0, where Cα is the

incidence matrix of PNα. If the solution yα found is feasible then the cycle associated is �rable

by Proposition 4.2. Let |Tα| denote the cardinality of the set of transitions of PNα.

(2) The desired repetitive sequences in the VN can be computed by �nding the �ring vectors

yV N that satisfy the equation CV N · yV N ≥ 0, where CV N is the incidence matrix of the VN.

(3) Finally, to make sure that a cycle in component α corresponds to a repetitive sequence of

VN, we map the two �ring vectors. Speci�cally, we match the transitions (t′ik , tik) of the VN with

the corresponding transitions (t′ik , tik) of PNα. Note that to each transition in PNα corresponds

only one transition in the VN.

We can now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 7.1 Let ⟨N,M0,L⟩ be a labeled Petri net system satisfying assumptions A1 to A3.

Let VN be its veri�er net and let CG and MCG be respectively the coverability graph and the

modi�ed coverability graph of the VN.

If for each strongly connected component α ∈ {1, . . . , h} of the MCG there exists no feasible

solution to the ILP problem 
Cα · yα = 0 (a)

CV N · yV N ≥ 0 (b)

yV N = B · yα (c)

yV N ∈ N|T̃ |, yα ∈ N|Tα| (d)

(4)

where

B(l, j) =

{
1 if (t′il , til)

V N = (t′ij , tij )
α

0 otherwise

then the system is diagnosable.

Proof It is su�cient to prove that if the assumption is veri�ed, then starting from any node of the

CG of the VN in F (V N) there does not exist any cycle associated with a repetitive sequence in

the VN. The result that the system is diagnosable then follows by an application of Theorem 6.4.

If the ILP problem (4) has no feasible solution for any of its strongly connected components,

this means that there does not exist a cycle in any strongly connected component of the MCG

(Constraints (a)) that can be associated with a �rable repetitive sequence of the VN (Constraints

(b) and (c)). Since, by construction, the MCG gives us necessary conditions for the reachability

of a repetitive sequence after the �ring of a fault transition, this means that there does not exist

any cycle associated with a repetitive sequence starting from any node of the CG of its VN in

F (V N). Speci�cally, if there does not exist a �ring vector yα for net PNα that satis�es the

equation Cα · yα = 0, then by Fact 3.3 there does not exist a cycle σα in PNα with yα = π(σα).
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Figure 11: α-th strongly connected component of a Modi�ed Coverability Graph

.

Moreover, if σ is a �ring sequence of the VN, then, if it is repetitive, by Fact 3.3 its �ring vector

yV N satis�es the equation CV N · yV N ≥ 0. �

Remark 7.2 The su�cient condition in Theorem 7.1 is not necessary in general because it may

happen that a solution for some strongly connected component α is found but this solution is not

feasible because the subnet induced by the solution yα is not connected. As an example, let us

assume that the graph shown in Fig. 11 represents the α-th strongly connected component of the

MCG. It may happen that ab is a repetitive sequence for the considered VN. In such a case the

solution ab is found solving the ILP problem (4). However, this solution is not feasible because it

is a combination of two elementary cycles that are disconnected in the considered component. �

Summarizing, to test diagnosability we need to solve h ILP problems of the form given in (4). If

no feasible solution is found, we can conclude that the system is diagnosable. On the contrary, if

there are solutions, for each solution yα, we need to verify its feasibility, namely, if it corresponds

to a cycle in the component. As soon as we �nd one feasible solution we can state that the

system is not diagnosable.

We present an illustrative example of the above testing procedure for unbounded nets.

Example 7.3 Let us consider the Petri net in Fig. 3 introduced in Example 5.6. The MCG of

this net is shown in Fig. 12. The arrows in the �gure indicate the nodes in F (V N), i.e., the

nodes that are reached �ring (or after the �ring of) the fault transition ε2. The only strongly

connected component of the MCG containing cycles is the one composed of the self loop at the

node marked M = [0 0 ω 1 0 1 ω 0]T ; the corresponding state machine PN1 is shown in Fig. 13.

We solve the ILP problem in (4) corresponding to that strongly connected component. Looking

at the VN in Fig. 5 and the PN1 in Fig. 13, we write constraints (c) yV N = B · y1, where
B(l, j) = 1 for (t′il , til)

V N = (t′6, t4) and (t′ij , tij )
1 = tPN1

3 . We �nd that no solution exists; thus

the net is diagnosable, as stated in Example 6.6. �

We conclude this section by showing how the diagnosability of the net can be determined by

solving a set of h Linear Programming (LP) problems, instead of solving the set of h ILP

problems of the form (4), where h is the number of strongly connected components of the MCG.

This results in considerable savings in terms of computational complexity.

In [7] we de�ne a special class of linear constraint sets (CSs).

De�nition 7.4 [7] Given A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm, consider the linear constraint set:

C(A, b) = {x ∈ Rn | Ax ≥ b}.
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Figure 12: Modi�ed Coverability Graph of the Veri�er Net in Fig. 5.
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Figure 13: Unique strongly connected component of the MCG in Fig. 12.

The set C(A, b) is called:

• ideal if x ∈ C(A, b) implies αx ∈ C(A, b) for all α ≥ 1;

• rational if A ∈ Qm×n and b ∈ Qm, i.e., if the entries of matrix A and vector b are rational.

�

We cite two results from [7] that provide a simple characterization of ideal CSs.

Proposition 7.5 [7] A linear constraint set C(A, b) is ideal if b ≥ 0.

Proposition 7.6 [7] If a CS is ideal and rational, then it has a feasible solution if and only if

it has a feasible integer solution.

It is straightforward to show that the CS (4) is ideal and rational; observe that it can be rewritten

as:



Cα · yα ≥ 0 (a1)

−Cα · yα ≥ 0 (a2)

CV N · yV N ≥ 0 (b)

yV N −B · yα ≥ 0 (c1)

−yV N +B · yα ≥ 0 (c2)

yV N , yα ≥ 0 (d)

(5)

In view of Proposition 7.6, we conclude that we can obtain a su�cient condition for the diagnos-

ability properties of an unbounded Petri net system by solving h LP problems of the form (5),

where h is the number of strongly connected components of the MCG. The number of constraints

in (5) can be upper bounded. In particular, the number of Constraints (a1) and (a2) is equal
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to the cardinality of the set of places of PNα. The number of Constraints (b) is equal to 2 ·m,

where m is the number of places of the original net N . Finally, the number of Constraints (c1)

and (c2) is equal to the cardinality of the set of transitions of the VN (|T̃ |).

8 Online diagnosis

The results presented in this paper solve the problem of determining diagnosability of bounded

and unbounded PNs, according to the notions of diagnosability formulated in Section 5. However,

the constructs upon which the necessary and su�cient conditions of diagnosability are based,

namely, the VN and its RG/CG, cannot be used as is for online diagnosis, as they include

unobservable transitions. One could try to determinize the CG of the original net for on-line

diagnosis, an approach related to the construction of diagnoser automata for a system modeled

by a �nite-state automaton, but this approach would su�er from the fact that for unbounded

PNs, the CG only gives necessary conditions for reachability. Thus, there could be indeterminate

cycles in the CG, i.e., cycles that would normally lead to non-diagnosability of the system, but

these cycles may be reached by �ring sequences that are not �rable in the considered net system,

thereby not leading to a violation of diagnosability.

We already proposed solutions to the online diagnosis of labeled Petri nets in [14], [6]; they are

brie�y recalled in the following discussion. Note that we presented these methods for bounded

Petri nets, but they could potentially be generalized to deal with unbounded Petri nets.

The approach in [14] requires an exhaustive enumeration of the set of all possible reachable

markings each time an event is observed. A vector of cardinality r, where r is the number of

fault classes, is associated to each possible reachable marking M . The i-th entry of this vector

is equal to 1 if in reaching M , one or more fault transitions belonging to the i-th fault class

have occurred; the entry is set to 0 otherwise. Online diagnosis is performed by examining the

components of all such vectors after each observable event. In [6] we give a method to perform

online diagnosis using the notions of basis marking and justi�cation. Given an observed string w,

a basis marking Mb is a marking that is reached �ring w and all those unobservable transitions

strictly necessary to enable w. A justi�cation is the minimal �ring sequence of unobservable

transitions that, interleaved with w, enables its �ring. The notion of basis marking allows us to

reduce the reachability space; in fact, each time an observable transition �res we do not have to

enumerate all the markings consistent with the observation but only a subset of them. Each time

an observable transition �res, a diagnosis state is computed based on the set of pairs (reached

basis marking, corresponding justi�cation).

9 Conclusion

We have presented the �rst set of necessary and su�cient conditions for diagnosability and

diagnosability in K steps of possibly unbounded labeled Petri nets. Our approach is based on the
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new concept of veri�er net, and on the exploration of its reachability or coverability (unbounded

case) graph for the existence of repetitive sequences. We have also presented new results that

provide a connection between the above two notions of diagnosability in the case of Petri nets

generating regular languages of transition �rings. Moreover, we have presented a method to

compute the bound K in the case of systems that are diagnosable in K steps. Finally, we have

proposed a computational procedure to test the necessary and su�cient conditions for unbounded

Petri nets, based on the solution of a number of linear programming problems. Future works of

interest include the development of new methods for online diagnosis of unbounded Petri nets

and the study of alternative methods, that do not require the construction of the reachability

graph of the VN, but that exploit the structure of the VN to verify the diagnosability of bounded

Petri nets.
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